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PROBABILITY MEASURES AND THE C-SETS
OF SELIVANOVSKIJ

STEVEN E. SHREVE

Let X be a Borel space and ̂ (X) the smallest σ-field con-
taining the Borel subsets of X and closed under operation
(A). Then £*{X) is a sub-σ-field of the class of universally
measurable subsets of X. Let P{X) be the space of proba-
bility measures on the Borel subsets of X and equip P(X)
with the weak topology. It is proved that if A e &*(X)9 then
{p e P(X): P(A) ̂  λ} is in ^[P(X)] for every real λ. This
allows us to shows that if X and Y are Borel spaces, / is
an S?{X x Y) measurable extended-real-valued function, and
x->q( \x) is ^(X) measurable from X to P(Y), then a?->
\ fix, y)Q(dy I x) is S?(X) measurable on the set where it is
defined. (Measurability is relative to the Borel <τ-fields in the
range spaces.)

1* Introduction* In the study of sequential optimization, it is
often convenient to pose problems in Polish spaces or Borel subsets
of Polish spaces (hereafter called Borel spaces). Such a space to-
gether with its Borel subsets is a well behaved measurable space,
but there are certain simple operations which lead one out of the
Borel sets into larger σ-fields. One of these is infimization: if / : X x
Y-+R* is Borel, where X and Y are Borel spaces and i2* =
R U {±°°} is a Borel space with the usual topology, then

(1.1) g(x) = mff(x,y)
yeY

may fail to be Borel, but will be analytically measurable, i.e.,
measurable with respect to the σ-field generated by the analytic
sets in X [10]. Another such operation is selection: if BaXx Y
is Borel and the projection of B onto X is X, there may fail to
exist a Borel measurable function φ: X —> Y whose graph lies in B
[2], but by a famous result due independently to Jankov [6] and von
Neumann [11], a selector φ which is analytically measurable can
always be found. (See also [8] and [3].) Another selection problem
is this. Let g be as in (1.1) and ε > 0. Does there exist a measura-
ble φ: X -> Y such that

g(x) + e if g(x) > -«

(1.1) f[x9 Φ(%)\ ^

Such a selector which is Borel measurable need not exist, but one
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which is analytically measurable will. However, if we define I =
{xeX\g(x) = f(x, y) for some y eY}, and require in addition to (1.2)
that

(1.3) f[χ,Φ(χ)] = 9(χ) vxel,

it is unknown if an analytically measurable selector exists, but one
which is the composition of two analytically measurable functions
does exist [4]. This question is of particular interest in dynamic
programming [3], [15], [16].

Once the decision has been made to consider classes of sets and
functions larger than the Borel class, three questions arise. The
first is whether the sets in the larger class are universally measura-
ble,1 the second is whether the class of functions is closed under
composition, and the third is to determine if the mapping

(1.4) x >\f(x,y)q(dy\x)

is in the class when X and Y are Borel spaces, the extended real-
valued function / is in the class, and the mapping x —> q( | x) is
Borel measurable from X to P{Y), the space of probability measures
on the Borel subsets of Y. Note that P( Y) with the weak topology
is again a Borel space, and we will always understand it to be
equipped with this topology. We will generalize the last question
somewhat and ask about the measurability of (1.4) when both / and
q( 1 x) are measurable with respect to some axfield larger than the
Borel α-field. The significance of the first two questions is apparent;
in fact, we must look at the second to discuss the selector given by
[4] mentioned above. The third is of interest in dynamic program-
ming and other sequential optimization problems.

In this paper we deal with S^{X), the smallest σ-field on a Borel
space X which contains the Borel sets and is closed under operation
(A). This tf-field was studied by Selivanovskij [14] and is known to
be contained in the α-field of universally measurable sets (see, e.g.,
Saks [13]). Furthermore, all the selection results mentioned above
and even much stronger ones are true for S^(X) measurable func-
tions [5]. We say that a mapping / from a Borel space X to a
Borel space Y is S^{X) measurable if f~\B) e S^{X) for every Borel
set BdY and show that this implies f~ι{B) e S^{X) for every B e

This allows us to conclude that the composition of two
measurable functions is again S^(X) measurable, which is

the result of Lemma 2 of [5]. Our method of proving this, however,
1 A subset A of a Borel space X is said to be universally measurable if given any

probability measure p on the Borel subsets of X, A is in the completion of the Borel
σ-field with respect to p.
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differs from that of [5] and shows that S^(X) is the smallest
σ-algebra which contains the analytic sets and has this property.
We show also that if A 6 S^{X), then the mapping p —• p(A) from
P(X) to [0, 1] is S^[P(X)] measurable, and consequently the mapping
(1.4) is S^(X) measurable on the set where the integral is defined.
The method of proof shows in addition that if A is analytic in X
and 0 <̂  λ <; 1, then {p: p(A) ^ λ} is analytic in P(X), which is a
result obtained earlier by different methods in [3] and [10]. A
proof of this fact by our method can be found in [17], [18].

2* Souslin schemes* Following Meyer [9], we define a paving
& of a space X to be a collection of subsets of X. We denote
by &><, the collection of sets obtainable as countable unions of sets
in ^ , and by ^ δ the collection obtainable as countable intersections.
The (7-field generated by & will be denoted σ(^).

Let <yK be the set of infinite sequences and Σ the set of finite
sequences of positive integers. For s — (σlf , σn) eΣ and z —
(in Cat •) 6 *sV\ we write s < z if σι = ζlf , σn = ζn. A Souslin
scheme S for & is a mapping from I' into ^ . The nucleus of S is

N(S) = U Π S(8) .
Z&Λ" S<Z

The nucleus iV(S) is called the result of operation (A) acting on the
sets {S(s): s e Σ}. We denote by j ^ ( ^ ) the collection of nuclei of
Souslin schemes for ^. It is well known that

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

In general, J*f{^) is not a tf-field because it is not closed under
complementation. However, if the complement of each set in & is
in j y ( ^ ) , then σ{0?) c J ^ ( ^ ) . Finally, if X is a Borel space and
& is the collection of Borel subsets of X, then the analytic subsets
of X are the members of

3. The <7~field ^ ( X ) . Let ^ be the collection of closed sets
in a Borel space X and define by transfinite induction:

(3.2) ^

where α ranges over the ordinals less than the first uncountable
ordinal Ω. Note that ^ is the collection of analytic subsets of X.
We set
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(3.3) ά

If S is a Souslin scheme for £^(X), then since S has a countable
range, there exists an a < Ω such that S is a Souslin scheme for
<Z?a. Therefore N(S) e <g>a+ι, so S*(X) = J^[S^(X)]. Since
is closed under complementation, ,szf[S^(X)] must contain
so ,5^(X) is a σ-field; indeed, it is the smallest σ-field containing ^
and closed under operation (A). It is also true that if X is un-
countable and β < a < £?, then ^ is a proper subset of ^ α .
Although there seems to be no easily accessible proof of this in the
literature, a discussion of the method of proof using universal sets
or universal functions can be found in [1] and [7].

If (X, £&) is a measurable space and Y is a Borel space, we say
/: X —> Y is Sf measurable if f~\B) e & for every Borel set B in
Y. We are interested in the following two theorems.

THEOREM 1. If X and Y are Borel spaces and f: X ~^Y is
measurable, then for every £f(Y) set B, we have f~ι(B) e
Equivalently, if X, Y, and Z are Borel spaces and f:X—>Y and
g: Y'—> Z are S^(X) and ,5*(Y) measurable respectively, then go f
is <9^{X) measurable. Furthermore, if & is a σ-field on X
containing the analytic sets such that the 2$ measur'ability of
f\X—>X and g:X—>X implies the & measurability of g°f, then
££? contains

THEOREM 2. If A is a rέ?a set in a Borel space X and 0 <̂  λ ^ 1,
then {p: p(A) > λ} and {p: p(A) ^ λ} are r^a sets in P(X). In parti-
cular, when A is analytic, {p: p(A) > λ} and {p: p(A) ^ λ} are
analytic.

COROLLARY. Let X and Y be Borel spaces, let f:Xx Y-*R* be
S^{X x Y) measurable, and let x—>q('\x) be an S^(X) measurable
map into P(Y). Then the set

C = \xeX J f+(x, y)q(dy\x) = J f~(x, y)q{dy\x) =

is S^(X) measurable, and if for some a e R* we define

I(x) = j
a, xeC,

then I is S^(X) measurable.

Proof of Theorem 1. We show first that if X and Y are Borel
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spaces, f:X-+Y is S?(X) measurable, and Be^(Y), then f~\B) e
,9*{X). By definition, B e <^a for some a < Ω, and the proof is by
transfinite induction on a. If a = 0, then f~ι(B) e S^(X). If the
result holds for all β < a, then f-\C)eS^(X) for every Ce
v(\Jβ<a^β)- Since B = \Jzef Γ\s<z S(s), where S is some Souslin
scheme for σ(\Jβ<a^β)f we have

f~\B) - U Π /"W)] e J^[^(X)] = Sf{X) .

It is straightforward to verify that the second statement of the
theorem is equivalent to the first. Under the assumptions of the
last part of the theorem, we show that j ^ ( ^ ) = ST. Since S^(X)
is the smallest cr-field containing the analytic sets and closed under
operation (A), this will imply S^(X) c ^ . We may restrict atten-
tion to uncountable X, and since every such X is Borel isomorphic
to the space of sequences of zeroes and ones with the topology of
componentwise convergence [12], we may assume X has this form.
Let S be a Souslin scheme for £2f, let ψ be a one-to-one function
from the positive integers onto Σ, and let /: X -> X be defined so
that the feth component of f(x) is the indicator of S[ψ(k)]. Define
R(k) = {(&, ξ2, -- )eX:ξk = 1}, and define g(x) = x, iί xe \JZ, r f| s<z

R[ψ~ι(s)\ and g(x) — x^Φ xγ otherwise. It is easy to verify that /
is 3ί measurable, g is measurable with respect to the σ-field generat-
ed by the analytic sets, and /"ΐflf"^^)] = N(S). It follows that
N(S) 6 ̂ , so & is closed under operation (A) as claimed.

Proof of Theorem 2. We proceed by transfinite induction to
show that if A is a c^a set in X and 0 <; λ <; 1, then {ί9 6 P(X):
p(A) ^ λ} is a c^a set in P(X). If α = 0, this follows from Theorem
Π.6.1(c) of [12]. If the result holds for all β < a, then for
C 6 σ ( U ί < β ^ ) , the mapping p-+p(C) is σ(\Jβ<a^β) measurable by
a Dynkin system argument. Now let S be a Souslin scheme
for σ(\Jβ<a

rέΓβ) (in X) and set A = N(S). For (σx, , σk) e Σ,
define

σ,, . . . , τk ^ σk) ,(3

(3

(3

•4)

•5)

.6)

M(σlf

R(σu

K(σu

•• ,σ,

" ,σ,

~,σt

0 =

=) =

u
ze M(σL,-

u

Π S(β) ,
,σk) s<z

As σx t oo, jβfa) t A, and as cr, | oo, β ^ , , σk) | Λ ^ , , σ,.,).
Suppose p e P(X) is such that p(A) ^ λ and let w be a positive

integer. Choose ζlf ζ2, such that
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p{A) ^ p*[R(ζύ) + •£-

p*[R(ζlf •-', Zt-ύ] S P*[R{lu ••-, Zt-U Zu)] + ^- ,
Ct lib

where p* denotes p outer measure. Then

p(A) ^ p*[R(Zu •", Ik)} + — for all k ,
n

and since R(ζlf , ζfc) c K(ζί9 , ζk) and the latter set is p measura-
ble, we have

λ <ς p(A) ^ p[K(ζlf , ζk)] + ^ for all k .
n

Thus we may write

(3.7) {p 6 P(X) I p(A) ^ λ} c Π U Π \p 6 P(X): p[K(s)] ^ λ - -LI .
71 = 1 2 6 ^ S<Z K Ύl )

We show the reverse of set containment (3.7). We begin with
a proof found in Saks [13] that

(3.8) Π K(ζu . . , ζfc) c A for all (ζ,, ζ2, . . .) e

To show (3.8), choose x e Πΐ^i K(ζlf •• ,ζfc), i.e.,

(3.9) xef) U ή
*1 ^ d

An argument by contradiction will be used to show that for some
τί ^ d, we have a? e S(τ1) and

(3.10) xefl U ή S ( r w r t , . . . , τ i ) .
/ 2 ^ ζ ^ ζ i 2

If no such r t existed, then for every τί ^ ζ u there would exist a
positive integer fcfo) such that

x ί S(rJ Π Γfi} U ή S(ri, τ2, . . . ,
L fc=2 τ2^ζ2,. .,τk^ζk 3=2

If fe = max r^C l fc(τχ), then

x ί U |S(Ti) Π Γή U ή S(τlf τ2, ., τ i ) l l

=) U
^d
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and a contradiction is reached. Because (3.10) is of the same form
as (3.9), we can apply this argument repeatedly to obtain τ1 <L ζ19

τ2 <J ζ2, such that

and (3.8) is proved.
Now choose

pef) U f
71 = 1 26 ^y 8<

For each n there exists (ζ
lf
 ζ

2
, ) 6 <yK such that

(3.11) p[K(ζlf , ζfc)] ^ λ - - ί for all k .
n

Since the sets K(ζlf •• ,ζ fc) decrease with increasing fc, (3.11) implies

n

and this together with (3.8) tells us that p(A) ^ λ — Ijn. Since n
is arbitrary, p(A) ^ λ. This shows that equality holds in (3.7), i.e.,

{p: p(A) ^ λ} - Π N(Sn) ,

where Sn is the Souslin scheme defined by

SM = \p e P(X): p[ί:(β)] ^ λ - -Li

Since K(s) e σ(Uί<« ̂ ) (in X) for each s, Sn(s)eσ({Jβ<a

rέfβ) (in P(X))
by the induction hypothesis, so {p: p(A) ^ λ} e c^a by (2.2). Note
that

> x} z= \J \p: p(A) ^ λ + —

and use (2.2) to conclude that this is also a c^a set.

Proof of Corollary. Suppose / is the indicator of an £f(X x Y)
set A. For x e X, let px e P{X) be the unit point mass at x, and
for peP(X), qeP(Y), let qpeP(X x Y) be defined on Borel sets B
by
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Then / is the composition of the mappings x —> (px9 q( \ x)), (p, q) —> qp
and r-+r(A), where the last mapping is from P(X x Y) to [0,1]
and is £f(X x Y) measurable by Theorem 2. The S^{X) measura-
bility of / follows from Theorem 1. The extension to general / is
straightforward.

The author wishes to thank John Addison for pointing out the
work of Selivanovskij [14].
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